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Logan Bishop is an artist focusing 
on design through printmaking and 
alternative media. In this experimental 
approach, I want to confer the thought 
of denotation vs. connotation.

While utilizing a poetic voice, 
I aim to target history as foundation 
throughout my making. 

I hope to create spaces in which an 
audience can react to artistic objects
and experiences. Through the
transfer of these relationships, 
my goal is to remind the
anthropocene of the past. 

We experience collective trauma.

To transform this pain,
I wish to elicit emotions of the 
human condition in an attempt 
to teach lessons of awareness. 

I do not know where my 
life will lead me. I only wish
to live a life where I speak
my voice. 

intaglio
woodcut
linocut
cyanotype
photopolymer 
monotype
serigraphy
chine colle
illustration
design
painting
photography
2d animation
writing
teaching
directing
presenting

illustrator
photoshop
indesign
after effects
zbrush

listen
er

what I 
have 
under 
my belt

what caused
you to read this? peep

peep
peep

remember
to breathe

there’s a little bird
inside of us 
peeping

no and
yes

depending on
your ear
you may attach
to evil or good
it is a match

a balance of 
sounds barking
like wolves
malice

our inner doubt
confined in house
drives some mad 
our inner drought
drives us

it ain’t so bad
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who am
the reason we
write is because
we simply cannot
live says Ms. Smith

a simple kiss to the 
book our pencils
share ideas and fears
from Patti to you

do not cage yourself
in the human zoo

children play, poo

well everyone asks
what do you do?

what do
you do?

loganraybishop.com
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